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Overview
There are misconceptions
concerning using candles,
incense, charms, etc for spells,
and that the items hold the
power of the spell itself. The
truth is that you are the source of
the energy being projected and
the driving force. For example: A
candle becomes the focal point
to help you direct your energy.
A variety of paths use an
assortment of items to help them
achieve goals and to act as trigger
items in order to assist in focused
energy.
It is our hope that you take this
information and build your own
distinct method as you explore
your own individual path.
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Getting Started
Know your purpose
Projected energy starts from the time you begin thinking of
the options of how to carry out your work, it becomes better
to get the supplies after you have time to sit back and think
about what you plan to accomplish and what could possibly
be the variables surrounding the outcome. It is important to
think about your goal in a specific way.
“Action Follows Thought.”

Focus on who you are
You are an individual set on your own individual path(s)
and it is important to always keep this in mind when looking
for supplies. There are many “Common options” but to get
something that is “one size fits all” doesn’t always work as
hoped.
Be sure to ask questions and be cognitive to items that make
you feel comfortable and empowers you as an individual,
but be openminded enough to explore new possibilities.
You will often hear the phrase, “… This works for me.”.
That person is not you, but has similar circumstances.
Just because you both may be hungry, doesn’t mean you
will both eat the same thing. It is okay to mix/match recipes
though to make the meal taste better.
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It is important to understand that some of these methods
have been around for centuries and are being altered as
times have changed, and to accommodate for individual
purpose.

Our Goal
• Not only explore theories, but to test
them.

• Build on centuries of research to
develop into modern times.

• Continue to Nourish an open
communication system of learning
without prejudices and fear holding us
back
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The Basics
Colours
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Woods
Acacia
various locations worldwide
Masc/Fem- Water

Very balanced, but in a different way compared to Ebony,
which is more of a mixture of elements. Acacia has a very
fine line between its sides, specifically masculine and
feminine traits. Very similar to Teak with its personality
traits. Overall, very flowing with its intentions. A resilient
energy that can work well with a variety of workings.
Structurally, Acacia will vary in hardness due to the
varieties under the umbrella of Acacia. Therefore, careful
inspection of the blank is necessary to determine what type
of design that particular piece can sustain.

African Blackwood
West, Central and South Africa
Masculine- Spirit
Blackwood's energy, in short, does not live in the realm of
the living. Highly associated with the afterlife,
communication with the afterlife and endings/changes in
cycles. Any work involving summoning or Spirits is
recommended. Blackwood also is known to block energies
at times. Occasionally, Blackwood will learn what energies
its companion would like to block, making it useful in
protection. It is one of a few woods that are considered true
conduit woods- woods that would allow one to have direct
connections to the spiritual realm. As such, Blackwood
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requires a regular cleansing. On my graph of elemental
associations, Blackwood should not even be listed. As it
lives in the Spirit Realm, it's energy will latch on to an
element, either of its holder or what force its strongest in
proximity. Oddly, perhaps its own way of anchoring itself
here. Blackwood will work with a smaller amount of people
than most. Depending greatly on a practitioner’s own
background and energy. Some will form incredible bonds
with the wood. Some will be immediately put off by an
uneasy feeling when attempting to use Blackwood. A very
popular wood for its dark black exterior, those that are
typically drawn to its visual, from my experience, do not
work well with African Blackwood. A truly unique wood
that will bond in mysterious ways, it is undoubtedly one of
the most powerful and misunderstood in Wandmaking.

Amboyna Burl
Southeast Asia
Masculine- Fire, Air
Powerful and energetic. One must be able to control
energies well with Amboyna. Due to strength of the wood,
designs are normally quite simple and shorter wands are
produced. Which works well due to the potent energy
signature to begin with.

Apple
worldwide
Feminine- Earth, Spirit, Water
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A grounded but bountiful and abundant energy. Some feel a
strong spiritual connection with Apple. Apple woods have
primarily feminine attributes to them and possess a longstanding history in folklore and mythology that associates
Apples in general to Goddesses. Apple wood is a fantastic
choice for anyone seeking a wood for healing rituals,
spiritual or physical. Apple wood will bond with its user and
help to form stronger relationships, therefore working well
with any bonding magic. A nice wood overall to work with
both magically and in the workshop, I hesitate at times
using it for longer wands due to its softer characteristic.

Ash
North America, Europe, parts of Asia
Feminine- Air, Spirit
Helps with various types of healing work. Very intuitive and
protective. A strong wood for energy work.

Aspen
North America and Europe
Feminine- Water, Spirit, Air
Very good for protection and cleansing. Aspen has been
known to be quite pure with its energy. As such, it shares
some truth seeking behaviours with other woods of purity.
Can be a very "moving forward" wood.
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Beech
Feminine- Air, Fire
Useful for binding work, friendship. A good wood for
physical healing rituals. Also, a nice choice for beginners
who seek a wood with a slightly deeper energy. It has been
known to associate itself with older energy and if it chooses
so, Beech can be a wise and knowledge finding wood.

Birch
Masculine- Fire
Very purifying and cleansing. Less chaotic than Padauk, it
does have grounding properties to it. Good for renewal and
cleansing rituals.

Black Poisonwood
Masculine- Spirit, Fire
Promotes introspection and knowledge. Allows one to see
through much internal stimuli for a clearer path. Highly
spiritual.

Bloodwood
Tropical South America
Masculine/Feminine- All physical elements
Aligned with the physical elements (Earth Air Water Fire)
and is known to amplify its holders elemental traits (Zodiac,
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etc). Well balanced in masculine and feminine traits. Useful
for a wide variety of work.

Black Limba
Western regions of Africa
Masculine- Earth, Fire, Spirit
Few woods are able to journey back and forth in magic from
positive light energy to a more darker nature. Normally
positive if wanted, it can defend against negative, dark
energy if needed to. However, powerful in its own right. It
can also help its holder to become finely in tune with their
darker side. Known for powerful Hex work. Highly
intuitive. Good for scrying.

Bocote
Mexico, into central and south America
Masculine- Fire, Spirit-Fiery, passionate and highly spiritual. Bocote can help to
substitute African Blackwood with some traits (working
with cycles). It also provides its holder clarity at times that
helps with inspiration. Its a very focused wood that has
almost limitless potential to take energy and finely focus it
into a forward motion. Therefore, Bocote can be a powerful
ally when motivation and a passionate path is needed.
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Bubinga
Africa
Feminine- Earth, Fire
Highly intuitive. Very positive and very useful during full
moons. Its intuitive and instinctive nature can be well
trusted as majority of its energy is clear and not hidden and
reveals itself to its true owner well.

Butternut
Masculine/Feminine Earth, Fire
Brings good fortune, truths. Works well for a wide variety
of energy work.

Cedar
Cedar -Aromatic- Feminine- Earth, Spirit-- (pictured)Excellent for divination.
-Alaskan Yellow Cedar- Feminine- Fire, Earth-Excellent for purification.
-Spanish Cedar- Masculine- Fire, Earth--Very similar
to mahogany.

Cocobolo
Central America
Masculine- Fire
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Energetic, good for defensive work, fiery... but interestingly
works very well with lunar work too. Has a tendency to
have energy spikes during full moons. Very protective,
sometimes fiercely so. A loyal wood.

California Redwood
Western North America
Masculine/Feminine- Spirit, Fire
Well known for physical healing energies. It also lends
endurance traits to its holder, providing well balanced,
grounded energy. Cannot tolerate longer, thinner designs.

Canarywood
Masc/Fem- Spirit, Air
Enhances creativity, inspiration and artistry. Excellent for
scrying as well.

Cherry
Masc/Fem- Earth
Well balanced. Promoting clarity and decision making. Its
energy can also be very present and abundant. Cherry
enjoys being in the here and now. One of a handful of
woods that I personally recommend for beginners and
experienced users alike. Older Cherry woods will function
very much like Oak, however possess an almost playful like
energy.
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Chestnut
Feminine- Earth, Water, Spirit
Helps to eradicate unwanted energies from your
surroundings, like home, etc. Chestnut also does well with
physical healing, but more cleansing

Cypress
Feminine-Water, Spirit
Generally, a soothing energy. Calming and positive.

Ebony
Masc/Fem- all five elements
Ebony is a fine choice for anyone for a variety of reasonsmainly due to the fact that it is only one of a handful of
woods in the world that are finely balanced between what
people would consider Feminine / Masculine traits. As well,
it is uniquely balanced between all five elements, calling to
any of them with ease and also forming a bond with its
holder regardless of energy they present. Due to this, it has
been historically considered one of the most prized and
finest woods for Wand making, even though it might not be
the absolute strongest energies on the list. It also does not
matter the species of Ebony as they all would exhibit this
signature. In addition, I know of many who might not prefer
Ebony because of the balanced nature of it as one might
want a pull in a certain direction. Well suited for a variety of
different workings.
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Elm
Masc/Fem- Fire, Earth
Like Black Limba, Elm has a positive protective side or a
darker, destructive side. It is also highly associated with
cycles, beginnings and endings.

Elder
Masculine- Water, Earth
A curious wood at times, Elder can both protect from
negative energies or make its holder find themselves having
a conversation with those negative energies. Mainly though,
the repelling of negative wins the day. Elder also promotes
intelligence and understanding current situation. Works well
with Raven cores

Goncalo Alves
Parts of Mexico and Brazil
Masculine- Air, Spirit, Fire
Goncalo Alves, also known as Tigerwood, is a hard wood
from the Mexico region moving into South America. A
hardier, dense wood, it excels at Wandsmithing due to its
strength. Goncalo is well used for divination purposes, and
has a free flowing, positive energy. It does carry some
protective qualities as well as purifying, however overall,
Goncalo Alves is not a harsh wood to use. It's secondary
name used from time to time, Tigerwood, occasionally hints
at some of its nature.... being a wood that is not overly
extroverted or rushed. Goncalo will be happy being patient
and focused however once sprung into action, its energy is
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surprisingly unrestrained quality about it. Ideal for Master
Class wands, unexpectedly useful in an Apprentice Class
role...

Hickory
North America
Maculine- Fire, Earth, Spirit
Very similar to Oak, however, fierier and more confident.
Hickory will have more of an outgoing or extroverted
energy which will provide more of a confident flow
outwards to those who might feel they are more introverted.

Holly
More common from North America. Some varities and
species from Europe, Africa and Asia
Masculine/Feminine- Earth
A great wood for animal work, connections with animals.
Also, protection and healing. A very pure wood as well, it
works well for cleansing work.

Ipe
central and south America
Masculine- Earth, Water
A wood of renewal. Useful for any ritual work involving
personal growth or moving forward
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Iroko
tropical Africa
Air- Balanced Masc/Fem
A tree that has numerous folk tales that are both ancient and
new. Iroko originates from tropical African regions. It is a
harder wood that can live into the area of 500 years old. It is
sometimes known as African Teak.
A common theme in many of the tales of this wood is just
how supernatural its energy can be. Some contacts have
placed it easily into the realm of African Blackwood, which
is definitely saying something. Iroko is mainly associated
with the element of Air but has a very strong secondary
association with Water.
The wood has a very strong, fierce, protective nature about
it. It shares many of the attributes that African Blackwood
carries (such as its strong connection to spirit realm energy
and communication) BUT its energy is very deeply rooted
in the realm of here and now, which is one of its oddest
features because once you form a bond with this wood, the
feeling of Iroko is timeless, time shifting and ancient

Jatoba
Central/South America. Can be found in the West Indies as
well.
Masculine- Air/Water
A hard wood in overall strength. It has a surprising energy
strength as well, occasionally flying under the radar. Not a
grounded wood, Jatoba will excel at many types of healing.
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It also has a purifying quality that, when channeled, can feel
harsh. Best when used in a defensive method.

Kingwood
Mexico through Brazil
Masculine/Feminine- SpiritA highly protective wood, Kingwood excels in blocking
energies with a very potent energy. It is also highly Spiritual
and intuitive. Like Padauk, it best suites an experienced user
and like Amoyna Burl, a smaller Wand will do nicely.

Lacewood
genuine- south america. often confused with other species
such as Leopard wood and species from Australia
Masc/Fem- Water-A nicely flowing energy. Lacewood is full of positive and
luck. Lacewood is a moving wood with doesn't typically
like to sit still. A wood that is very superstitious on its own,
Lacewood works well with a "what if" personality.
Enhances communication and will form a strong bond with
its holder over time and experience.

Lignum Vitae
central and regions of south America
Masculine- Earth, Water
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A very, natural magical wood. Incredibly strong. Very
positive. Works very well with Solar cycles and energies
although it is more associated with the Earth element

Makore
Africa
Masc/Fem- Fire, Spirit
A fine wood to work with. However. Read the description
above for Black Limba. Makore has the same properties and
is known as the next level up in comparison to energies.
More potent than Black Limba, Makore will immediately
leave an impression on its holder- either they will be able to
work with the wood, learning from what it can reveal, or be
completely repelled by its unique signature.

Maple
various locations worldwide
Feminine- Spirit
Surprisingly spiritual in nature, there are many types of
Maple and all share similar qualities. Its energy can at times
be erratic but never strays too far from centre, still making it
useful for beginners.

Marblewood
Northeastern, East South America
Masculine- Earth, Spirit, Water
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A very well-grounded wood and renowned for its healing
properties. A goal-oriented wood as well when using it with
a direction in mind.

Mahogany
various locations worldwide
Masculine- Earth, Fire
Well suited for majority of work, Mahogany does excel
above most for fertility and new beginning rituals. Although
Santos Mahogany is better at it, all types of Mahogany are
useful for fertility rituals and energy work. Also beneficial
in creating stronger bonds.

Myrtle
Oregon into California
Masc/Fem- Earth, Spirit, Fire
A very balanced wood. It allows its holder to step back and
it promotes deeper thought and analysis of a situation that
may actually appear very unclear. It will work well for a
wide variety of uses.

Nogal (Peruvian Walnut)
Mexico into South America
Masc/Fem- Water/ Earth/ Spirit
Nogal or Peruvian Walnut is a fine example of a branch
away from the standard Walnut family tree. Unlike the
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majority of Walnuts, which have a fine equal balance of
Earth and Water type energy, Nogal is more on the flowing
Water side. A more energetic member of the Walnut family,
Nogal notably has a higher third association with the
element of Spirit. A great wood for divination, it is a highly
intuitive wood that will carry a higher energy rating overall
compared to a Black or English Walnut that I would most
often use. It is also a more protective wood used many times
for defensive work. Nogal will fit in with many tasksProtection, divination, healing. Nogal can be considered a
fantastic choice for an "all around" wood. Due to its energy
profile, many who might be more experienced with energy
work will feel most comfortable with the flowing energy of
Nogal, however... it is a forgiving and gentle wood at times,
willing to grow into a role. Therefore, Nogal can also be a
great companion of those just starting out.

Narra
Southeast Asia
Feminine- Fire
A Feminine version of Padauk wood- powerful, shifting
energy, chaotic at times. One needs to be grounded or able
to work parallel with woods like these.

Osage Orange
South, Central USA
Masculine- Spirit, Fire
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Like Shedua, it is useful for occlumency and legilimency. It
has a talent for repelling energies and can create a bond with
the mind well.

Oak
Worldwide
Masculine- Earth, Spirit
A very grounded and spiritual wood. Highly protective and
resourceful. Even though it leans towards more masculine
traits, the main varieties of Oak are well balanced. Able to
focus and balance an individual well and is known as a safe
wood for beginners.

Oak, for all intents and purposes has been a universal
favourite in Wandmaking. Regardless of the species. I enjoy
using Oak for the Apprentice Class Wands and the
occasional Master Class thrown into the workshop schedule.
Although I don’t focus on the fact much, Oak can excel at a
variety of tasks.
In past conversations with colleagues in my circles, Oak can
group well into what we in the profession call “Seer”
woods. Oak is very much stealth when speaking of this
grouping as generally it’s known for its stability, calm,
grounding nature. And for the vast majority of the time
that’s exactly how I advertise and explain it as it is Oaks
primary personality. However, for those that know Oak
well, it possesses another side to it.
Oak has a hidden talent for divination and scrying in
wandmaking. You might not notice this energy immediately
as Oak is comfortable with taking its time and being patient
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itself. It’s talent for this catches almost everyone off guard.
However, you don’t need to travel far to hear very spiritual
tales about this great tree. Stories and beliefs associated with
Oak can be found everywhere from Christianity, Norse
culture, Celtic and Greek mythologies .... numerous
locations and backgrounds that I could never fit into one
post.
So take into consideration Oaks hidden talents as we travel
closer to the years end, meeting up with another Realm.
I carry a special stock of double century old Oak and
recently had received what I believe to be Holm Oak (might
also be Turkish Oak). Reclaimed Oak for Wands, unlike its
milled and “freshly made” counterparts, possess an amazing
refined and wise nature about them. They have lived and
seen in different ways compared to newly cut Oak. Their
ability to unlock and work with Oaks more unknown
energies is more common and impressive.

Olivewood
Europe and regions of Africa
Masc/Fem- Air
Overall, a nicely balanced wood. Strong, peaceful.

Padauk
Africa
Masculine-Fire
Padauk is known for its dynamic, ever changing energy. It
can be chaotic at times; therefore, it is not normally
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recommended for those starting in the Craft. However, if
one was able to pair well with Padauk, its energy is
extremely powerful....and in some circles, is considered the
strongest energy wood to use for Wandmaking. Can be
useful for healing, energy, ambition, success, divination.

Pecan
North America
Feminine- Earth, Secondary Water
Like many fruit bearing trees, nut bearing trees often times
share energies generally speaking. Pecan is a variant of
Hickory and does have some of the more outgoing nature
that Hickory overall possess. Pecan will be useful for any
work or ritual concerning abundance, like Cherry, Apple,
Pear, and Walnut at times. Pecan will have a slightly
stronger protective nature about it, in comparison to the
above mentioned. Not the most intuitive wood. However, it
will be useful in binding rituals, including binding well with
its owner/holder.

Poplar
North America
Masculine- Water, Spirit
A very flowing, fluid and diverse energy. Useful for a wide
variety of uses. It also brings out the softer masculine
qualities as well.
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Purpleheart
Central and South America
Feminine- Spirit, Air
Very good for dream work, especially if directed towards
any nightmare or restless sleep. Good for divination, those
with higher psychic abilities and dissolving negative energy.
The energy with Purpleheart works more on the
subconscious level, providing that lean towards the dream
realm. Sometimes the energy with Purpleheart can feel as
though it is shifting, not like Padauk, but instead a feeling of
deeper intermittent, intuitive or psychic connections

Rosewood
- East Indian- Feminine- Fire-- Fiery but grounded at the
same time. Divination, communication with the afterlife and
change are best suited works for this type of Rosewood.

-Bolivian- Feminine-Spirit, Fire-- More Motherly, but a
greater sense of protection and intuition from this type of
Rosewood. Scrying is useful for this wood.

-Brazilian-Masc/Fem- Spirit-- A deeper spiritual energy,
divination, summoning, cleansing.
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Red Palm
tropical regions, various locaitons worldwide
Masc/Fem- Water, Air
Conducts energies around it, like Satinwood. Highly
intuitive.

Sapele
Africa
Masc/Fem-Earth, Fire
Very similar to Mahogany, however, its properties fluctuate
more from grounded to fiery and back again. One must be
mindful of their mood before working with Sapele.

Shedua
Western regions of Africa
Masc/Fem- Earth, Water
Shedua has a balance of Feminine and Masculine traits.
Intuitive, flowing, protective and stabilizing, extroverted as
well as introverted. Aligned mostly with the element of
Earth, it does have a strong Water association as a
secondary which further adds to a sense of Shedua being a
“jack of all trades”. That is where Shedua’s relationship
with other Wand woods ends.

Shedua is famous for its Occulumency and Legilimency
work ( Legilimency is the art of exploring thoughts and the
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minds of others, although self exploration can also be a
form. Occlumency would be the shielding effect when one
can block negative intrusions or energies.) Shedua is a
popular choice among health care workers, those that deal
with individuals with traumatic energies, “energy
vampires”, darkened environments, etc.

Can also be a good choice for scrying or charm work,
making Shedua a nice go to for pendulums. Due to its
nature, Shedua is a wood that frequent cleansing is
recommended.

Snakewood
North, Eastern regions of South America
Masc/Fem- Earth, Water
Very physically healing. Snakewood also has a unique, deep
energy signature that is sometimes hard to pinpoint.

Sycamore
Eastern USA
Masc/Fem- Spirit, Air
In tune with spiritual energies. Strong and hardy.

Teak
regions of Africa, Southern Asia
Feminine- Water
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Many visualizations come to mind for a wood that is prized
in wood working. In wandmaking, Teak hovers under the
radar at times. A surprisingly strong willed, and magical
wood. Both genuine, old growth teak as well as its
plantation counterpart (most often used around here for
growth/harvest management) offer an energy that often out
performs others. Teak is highly feminine in nature. Teak is
highly protective, resistant to unwanted energies and excels
at both spiritual and physical healing. Experienced
Wandsmiths know it’s true value, and also its ancient roots
in many Asian cultures which attempt, rightfully so, to
protect Teaks’ sacredness.

Has a unique protective quality about it. Teak can be used
for purifying. Flowing, but a GENERALLY calm signature
to it. Teak is well liked for many types of work. It can have
a dual personality at times though. Like a body of water,
peaceful and calming or chaotic and forceful. Overall, a
prized wood for Wandmaking- purifying, both spiritually
and physically healing.

Tulipwood
Brazil
Feminine- Water, Spirit, Air
Tulipwood carried majority of the Rosewood traits. Loyal,
resilient, protective, stabilizing and fiery.
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Walnut
various locations worldwide
Masc/Fem- Earth, Water
Well balanced. Magical. Underrated companion. Walnut
presents itself typically as a wood that looks great from face
value, but some move to more flashy colours. We often do
so without knowing whats inside. Walnut is what i like to
call a Companion wood. It will go where you go and bond
with you, very much like Bloodwood will. A wood that is
an Omnivert... extroverted as well as introverted. It shares
the best of both worlds from the Earth element profile and
the Water properties- being one wood that is perfectly split
between the two. Grounding, stabilizing, calming,
protective, flowing, highly energetic. Reserved and
abundant at the same time. A well-rounded wood for most
any task, person and experience level. If you seek something
more out of balance, but sharing the vast majority of
Walnuts overall profile, then search for Nogal wood here.

Wenge
Central African regions
Masculine- Fire, Air

Excellent for mood stabilizing, calming one’s mind. It
promotes balanced thought. Works well for any meditation
work for centering. Good for dispersing dark energies.
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Willow
various locations worldwide
Feminine- Earth, Spirit, Water
Well known as an enchanting wood. Useful for charm work.
Can work with most holders well. Lunar and Tide activity
will affect Willow.

Yellowheart
Brazil
Masculine- Water
Influenced by surrounding energies, Yellowheart is highly
associated with and works well with all lunar phases. Also
sensitive to tide forces. It can emit a calming energy
naturally on its own. However, Yellowhearts true
personality is amplifying energies and taking on energies of
nearly any variety around it. In some conversations,
Yellowheart has been called the “Great Mimic”... like a
chameleon. It has been known to be used in work ranging
from calming to helping to do its best with Blackwood
work..

Yew
various locations worldwide
Masculine- Spirit
A wood highly associated with death and reincarnation. It
can also align itself with darker magic. Works well for
divination, scrying and cross realm communication like
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African Blackwood. It can also help protect, both the living
and those in the afterlife.

Zebrawood
West, Central Africa
Feminine- Air
Highly feminine in nature and energies. Excellent for any
lunar or cycle work. Works well for divination purposes.
Promotes good fortune. At times, some specimens have a
very nice soothing quality about them. Those would be
suitable for beginners looking for an exotic wood.

Ziricote
Central America
Masculine- Fire, Air, Spirit
A deep, complex fiery and spiritual energy. Can be used for
many types of work but excels in holding off dark energy
and magic. Has been known though to be unpredictable.
Caution to be used.
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Metals

Base Metals
Aluminium
The magician's "invisibility metal". Reflects incoming
energies and makes the perfect base for magic mirrors.
Useful for magical protection if worn as jewellry.

Copper
Primarily a conductor and it is also a bridge in many ways.
It's a good metal to use for a magic wand because of this.
Copper can be used to draw away negative energy.

Tin
Amazing substance that is a reminder that metals are made
of crystals and that they are only experienced by us as
"metallic" and "hard" because the circumstances of our
world hold it in that state. If you can clear your mind of the
general ideas about tin, you will find it a very helpful,
compliant and co-operative element for symbol making
especially.

Iron
Is the heart of the Earth but also, the heart of the universe
itself. It is both terrestrial and stellar; as above, so below.
Therefore, you can use iron as a grounding tool for
earthbound work and at the same time, as a universal tool
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for other work. Iron is the metal of choice for out of body
experiences and shamanic travel as it opens up the
connections between this world, and the others.

Lead
The silent metal. It is a law upon itself and in magic, creates
a space of silence. This is the perfect metal for "black
space" meditations. Because of its ability to be silent in and
of itself, it makes a good barrier to all forms of energy, and
can be used to keep things in, as well as out; however, that
is not its main purpose in energy magic but indeed, it is
about "the silence within".

Zinc
Metal of magical revelation. It appears innocent and
ordinary in its physical state, but on the other levels zinc is
an extraordinary event with powerful transformational
properties. One of the most fascinating metals to work with
in energy magic.

Nickel
Extraordinary metal which extends into most dimensions,
and has many levels of existence. It is extremely complex
and when added to an alloy, increases the complexity of the
mix by its very presence. It is therefore useful when
additional information or energy is required, or when
dealing with trying to solve problems, advance knowledge
or a personal breakthrough or threshold shift is required.
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Precious Metals
Gold
The sun metal. It has therefore been linked over the
millennia with everything to do with health, wealth, and
growth. On another level, it is about slow flow towards
accomplishment. When working with gold, bear in mind
that most things sold as gold these days are alloys. 24k gold
is pure gold only.

Silver
A high level conductor, an open river that carries all things
both ways. Silver absorbs many things but it doesn't store
them which makes it into a very good metal for magical
charms that need to flow and work on a continuous basis
and without needing to be cleaned in between. Silver is also
magically neutral.

Platinum
Has been called the "solid wisdom metal". It has a time
attribute similar to lead which gives it extra dimensionality
and a viewpoint of the wisdom of hindsight (or foresight).
Platinum is an excellent metal for soul meditations and to
help find and keep on a true road in this lifetime.

Ruthenium
An interesting metal which in and of itself isn't that strong,
but lends strength when added to gold or platinum. For
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energy magic, Ruthenium can be a good choice when we
need a catalyst to lift existing strengths and qualities to the
next level.

Rhodium
The metal of achievement beyond earthly wealth, power and
respect. Meditations and potions invoking rhodium have the
power to move the world in a very different way.

Palladium
The metal of guardianship on the highest levels. Not a
protector or a teacher, but a stable champion and a friend to
keep grounded even when travelling very far from home.

Osmium
The metal of endurance beyond reason and strength beyond
expectation. Adding the essence of osmium to a potion will
evoke the vast reserves of strength which lie within each of
us, but which we rarely reach or tap.

Iridium
The crucible metal and it is all about staying true to oneself
in changing circumstances or even in hell itself. Iridium is
helpful when absolute resolve is required; and through this
resolve remaining steady, the environment becomes
changed instead. A great seed component of energy magic
potions that require a miracle to bring about the desired
outcome.
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Plutonium
Alive, active and extremely complex. If the energy
magician can get away from previous entrainments about
this metal, the ability of plutonium to interact with the
environment and cause it to change is an extremely
powerful change catalyst and change bringer indeed.

Uranium
The shape shifter metal. With its many aspects, it can
become whatever the observer is most interested in and it
has aspects of all major metals combined within it. It can be
used to awaken sleeping aspects of the self, and to discover
more of the whole story in any context.

Transition Metals
Zirconium
The first of the transition metals, their very existence being
a practical reminder that metals are crystalline in essence and nothing more so than zirconium, which is manufactured
to produce the beautiful artificial cubic zirconia diamonds.
Light and strong, lustrous and exceptionally resistant to
corrosion, zirconium dances between the planes and keeps
its identity regardless of the states it inhabits. Magically,
this makes it into a good companion for far journeys, and
transmutation.
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Titanium
A light, strong metal with low density which seems at home
most in an oxygen free environment - space metal, in other
words. Use for meditations, explorations and invocations of
stellar entities, and interstellar communication.

Chromium
Primarily a catalyst that helps lift us up and out of ordinary
places and into the extraordinary. Both radiant and
reflective, it can be used as a portal for extradimensional
travel.

Tungsten
A strong and powerful protector, highly resistant to heat
and other forms of radiation. It has a core quality of strength
in structure in difficult environments, including
extraterrestrial environments.

Manganese
Interesting effects on its environment and belongs to the
group of metals used in shape shifting. Because of its ability
to both deflect and refract light and energy, it is a flexible
shield maker and strengthener, an ally to the traveller.

Cobalt
Takes the refraction properties of manganese one step
further and produces very specific, deeply hypnotic
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emanations that can both cloak and transform the traveller.
Radiant, powerful and extremely psychically active.

Cadmium
On the other side to cobalt in relation to manganese and has
a strong resonance to the physical, from where it refracts
outward as it transmutes itself and stretches into other
dimensions. It is good for a base, and a launch pad to far
journeys, providing a grounding or beacon back home, as
well as an ongoing "ladder" of unfoldment points to go
further and further from home. Good for beginners.

Mercury
In essence a flow of crystals, a crystal river. Extremely
active and impactful at the multi-level, mercury has many
applications from change, via trans dimensional
transportation of consciousness to being a perfect choice for
a magic mirror.

Metalloids
Gallium
Challenges our idea of the established and asks us to let go
of preconceptions, stretching our receptive abilities to
discover the truth about reality, which is always multidimensional. Working with gallium increases intelligence,
systemic thinking and reduces fear of the unknown.
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Indium
Has properties which are of little use in the environments
we are familiar with - but on far journeys, its existence
becomes more strongly revealed, as do its purposes. Use
Indium for meditations of the true unknown, the unfamiliar,
and to expand consciousness. Indium can be used as a guide
towards the Akashic records, and Indra's web.

Thallium
Another of the metalloids that seems to be not at home on
planet Earth at all. In its physical form, it is extremely toxic;
in its metaphysical forms it is an event like the Northern
Lights that can stimulate a renewed or deepened sense of
awe about the nature of the Universe. Shows us the
limitations of considering everything from a physical point
of view.

Bismuth
Best known for making pretty, multicoloured "hopper
crystals" and is a wonderful, safe and generally non-toxic
introduction to the nature of metals and crystals, which in
the end, obey the same universal laws and are more than just
relatives in existence. Like the other metalloids, there is a
whole lot more to it than meets the eyes, and bismuth
particularly combines a great many "wonderful" properties
of the other metals, crystals and metalloids, such as multifaceted refraction, flow, regularity of structure and
metaphysical expansion. An excellent metal/crystal for
beginners and children.
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Germanium
The same physical structure as diamond, but presents as a
metal-like appearance. Germanium is an excellent metalloid
for stimulating finding the truth beyond the form and is
therefore a particularly useful addition to truth potions, and
to cut through mental confusions and prejudices.

Antimony
The example of the multi-level events that are the
metalloids which has been used by humans for magic,
metaphysical, practical and healing purposes for the longest
time. It is relatively straightforward and like all the
metalloids, stimulates thought, expansion, and banishes
"construct thinking". Because Antimony has been associated
with healing for so long, it has a powerfield making it useful
now for healing quests and to find healing answers beyond
the ordinary.
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Stones

Adamite Joy, love, creativity, enthusiasm, perseverance
Adularia Tranquillity, inward journeying, stone of the
Goddess, receiving inner guidance
Aegirine Clearing, protection, energy, confidence
Agate, Blue Lace Communication, clarity, confidence
Agate, Dendritic Growth and wisdom through inner work
Agate, Ellensburg Blue Eloquent communication of the
heart’s truth, soothing the throat chakra, calming the mind
Agate, Fire Vitality, sexuality, creativity, will
Agate, Holly Blue Bringing Spirit into matter, stimulating
psychic abilities
Agate, Moonlight Calming of emotional Body, Excellent
sleep stone
Agate, Moss Stability, persistence, grounding
Agate, Purple Sage Gentle auric cleansing, healing and
strengthening, connection with guides
Agni Gold Danburite Clarity, truth, joy, clairvoyance,
attunement to higher spiritual realms
Agni Manitite Stone of inspiration and creativity
Agnitite Infusion of Divine Fire, life force, purification,
transformation
Ajoite Love, healing, emotional support, goddess and
angelic connections
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Albite Inner exploration, enhancement of mental and
psychic abilities
Alexandrite Joy and wisdom, release of sorrow
Amazonite Truth, communication, harmony
Amber Light, warmth, solar energies, clarification, healing
Amblygonite Calm power of the will, manifestation of
creative ideas
Amegreen Mind/Heart integration, spiritual connection,
compassion, psychic ability, emotional healing
Amethyst Protection, purification, Divine connection,
release of addictions
Ametrine Mental and spiritual clarity, decisiveness
Amulet Stone Positive energy, slow and steady healing,
clearing negativity
Anandalite Kundalini awakening, enlightenment, genius,
creativity
Andalusite Cleansing, comforting, protective, friendly
Angel Aura Quartz Upliftment, peace, serenity, expanded
awareness
Angel Phantom Quartz Angelic domain, inner peace,
Higher Self
Angel Wing Blue Anhydrite Cleansing, purification,
angelic connection
Angelite Angelic communication, serenity, expanded
awareness
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Apache Tears Grounding, protection, psychic attunement,
emotional healing
Apatite, Blue Psychic activation, access to knowledge
Apatite, Green Knowledge of the heart, relaxation,
revitalization
Apatite, Golden Creation, clarity, confidence, manifestation
Apophyllite, Clear Interdimensional awarenes
Apophyllite, Green Connection with Nature Spirits
Aqua Aura Quartz Calming and relaxing, connection with
spiritual realms, enhanced communication
Aqua Lemuria Calming, tool for awakewning
Aquamarine Cooling, soothing, enhancement of clear
communication
Aragonite, Blue Intuition, increased emotional perception
and psychic ability
Aragonite, Spanish Awareness of the living world,
awakening higher awareness, grounding heavenly energies
on Earth
Aragonite, Star Clusters Balanced energies, emotional
healing, strength, confidence
Astaraline Protecting and nourishing the Light Body,
healing the cells
Astrophyllite Self-knowledge, link with one’s Divine
Blueprint
Auralite-23 Psychic Sensitivity, Prophetic Vision
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Aventurine, Blue Psychic attunement, self-discipline, inner
strength
Aventurine, Green Vitality, growth, confidence
Aventurine, Red Discernment, determination, strength,
creativity, sexuality
Axinite Grounding, endurance, vitality, inner exploration
Azeztulite, Original White Receiving the Nameless Light,
link with the Great Central Sun
Azeztulite, Amazez Spiritual Power, Purification, Healing
Azeztulite, Black Light within Darkness, complete
transformation, protection, infusion of light
Azeztulite, Black Tourmaline Clears negative energies, fills
one with light
Azeztulite, Blue-Green Healing and awakening the
emotional body
Azeztulite, Cinnazez Powerful increases of Life Force,
alchemical transmutation, prosperity
Azeztulite, Golden Attunement to the Gold-White Light,
Light Body awakening, time travel, kindling the Sun of the
Heart
Azeztulite, Green Fire Facilitates communication with
Nature
Azeztulite, Himalaya Gold Creative manifestation, cocreating with Sophia, kindling the Great Central Sun in the
heart
Azeztulite, Himalaya Red Life force, cellular
transmutation, radiance, regeneration
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Azeztulite, Himalaya Red-Gold Radiant health, vitality,
creativity, abundance
Azeztulite, Honey & Cream Divine Love, Joy, intimacy,
sweetness
Azeztulite, New Zealand White offers the essence of joy
Azeztulite, Pink Heart awareness, emotional healing,
serenity, compassion
Azeztulite, Pink Fire Inner Fire of Divine Love, High Heart
activation, passionate self-identification with love,
emotional self-healing
Azeztulite, Red Fire Life Force, enthusiasm, vitality,
power, passion, sexuality, intelligence, visionary
experience, longevity
Azeztulite, Satyaloka Clear Sat-chit-ananda, truth,
consciousness, bliss
Azeztulite, Satyaloka Rose Ascension of the Heart
Azeztulite, Satyaloka Yellow Enlightenment, Ascension,
acceleration of one’s evolution
Azeztulite, Sanda Rosa Healing, inner harmony,
purification, attunement with the soul of the Earth
Azeztulite, Sauralite Realization of Divine purpose,
marriage of Heaven and Earth
Azeztulite, Sedona Very active interdimensional stone,
communication with Spirit Guides
Azumar Ecstatic spiritual connection, attunement to flow,
expanded awareness
Azurite Insight, vision, intuition, intellect
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Barite Inner vision, energetic alignment, interdimensional
travel
Benitoite Channeling, psychic abilities, increase in
synchronicity
Beryllonite Light in darkness, Divine purpose, joy
Bixbite (Red Beryl) Vitality, courage, love, self-esteem,
passion
Black Phantom Quartz Inner Light, releasing self-judgment,
reclaiming soul fragments, courage and resolve
Blizzard Stone Balancing energies during spiritual growth,
enhancement of inner vision, grounding
Bloodstone Strength, courage, purification, vitality
Brazilianite Creativity, manifestation, inner cleansing,
empowerment of the will
Brookite Higher-chakra awakening and alignment,
interdimensional communication
Bustamite Playfulness, joy, vitality, sexuality, creativity,
dreams, initiation
Cacoxenite Alignment with the Divine plan, spiritual
cleansing and purification
Calcite, Blue Psychic ability, astral travel, soothing the
emotional body
Calcite, Clear Insight, clarity, manifestation, forgiveness
Calcite, Elestial Angel Angelic communication, music of
the spheres, visionary experience
Calcite, Green Relaxation, emotional balance, release of
stress and resentment, connection with the heart
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Calcite, Orange Creativity, sexuality, playfulness,
confidence, innovation
Calcite, Honey Clarity of insight and action, confidence,
persistence, intellectual power
Calcite, Merkabite Consciousness expansion,
interdimensional travel, ascension, access to higher
knowledge
Calcite, Pink Opaque Well-being, wholeness, health,
empathy and connection with the “mind of the heart”
Calcite, Pink Transparent Emotional healing, compassion
and joy
Calcite, Red Vitality, sensory awareness, clarity
Calcite, Stellar Beam Divine will, manifestation,
interdimensional travel, access to higher knowledge
Carnelian Courage, vitality, sexuality, confidence, action
Cassiterite Manifestation and destruction, birth and death,
initiation, navigating the liminal threshold
Cathedral Quartz Access to spiritual information,
multidimensional awareness
Cavansite Clairvoyance and clairaudience, access to
Akashic records, enhanced communication, consciousness
Celestial Quartz Access to stored information and Akashic
records, grounding the spiritual in the physical
Celestite Angelic communication, access to higher
dimensions, serenity
Cerrusite Alchemical transformation of self, evolutionary
change
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Chalcedony, Blue Calm, balance, centeredness, inner
knowledge
Chalcedony, Purple Awakening of psychic abilities, aura
cleansing, purification, union with the Higher Self
Charoite Revealing one’s path of service, purging inner
negativity, protection, healing
Chlorite Phantom Crystals Self-healing, linking with Earth
and Nature spirits
Chrysanthemum Stone Grounding, prosperity, discovering
and achieving the soul’s purpose
Chrysoberyl Alignment of the will with the heart,
abundance, prophetic vision
Chrysocolla Communication, expression of the sacred,
goddess energies, gentleness and power
Chrysoprase Growth, compassion, connection with Nature,
forgiveness, altruism
Cinnabar Alchemy, magic, transformation, insight,
manifestation, wealth, mental agility
Circle Stone Attunement to Earth’s consciousness,
awakening of dormant capacities, co-creative union with the
World Soul
Citrine Manifestation, personal will, mental clarity,
creativity
Clinochlore Healing, vitality, love, Divine blueprint of
well-being, angelic communication
Clear Quartz Inner Clarity and Spirituality
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Coromandel Stonewood Awareness of Earth's ancient
memories, time travel to the past, telomere protection
Covellite Psychic abilities, inner vision, transformation,
bridging the higher and lower worlds
Creedite Expansion of awareness, attuning to spiritual
information
Crimson Cuprite Life force, vitality, physical energy,
courage, healing, Divine feminine, etherization of the blood
Crocoite Physical vitality, wisdom of the heart, communion
with the Divine, passion, love, enlightenment
Cryolite Intelligence of the heart, future stream, Divine
purpose, surrender, liberation, integrity, spiritual truth
Cuprite Life force, vitality, physical energy, courage,
healing, Divine feminine
Danburite Angelic communication, channeling,
interdimensional travel, peace, freedom from stress
Datolite Connection with the higher worlds, retrieval of lost
information, mental power, spiritual awareness
Darwinite Heart awareness, loving relationship, linking
heart and brain, kinship with all life
DevaQuartz Green Phantoms Emanate pure joy, Powerful
activators of Third Eye and Crown Chakras
Devalite Infuses the physical body with Life Force
Diamond Intensity, radiance, sovereignty
Diaspore Adaptability, mental enhancement, meditative
exploration
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Diopside Connection with the Earth, opening the heart,
healing, balance, subtle perception
Dioptase Forgiveness, compassion, release of karmic
patterns, prosperity
Dolomite Centeredness, calm, balance, moderation,
grounding
Dream Quartz Dream enhancement, astral travel, contact
with guides, release of stress
Dumortierite Divine inspiration, psychic ability, inner
guidance, enhanced learning capacity, mental discipline
Elestial Quartz Energy infusion from the higher realms,
Divine Love, angelic communication, grounding the Higher
Self in earthly life
Emerald Love, compassion, healing, abundance
Empowerite Confidence, strength, personal power
Eisen Quartz Vitality, creativity, optimism, playfullness,
humor, eroticism, insight, self-confidence, spiritual freedom
Epidote Release of negativity, embracing positive patterns,
attraction of what one emanates
Euclase Transformation of negativity, integrity,
truthfulness, clarity, intuition, spiritual commitment
Eudialyte Opening and following the heart, self-love,
healing the emotional body
Faden Quartz Healing the etheric body and auric field,
catalyzing physical healing
Fairy Stones Comminicating and co-creating with nature
Spirits
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Fairy Wand Quartz Attunement with fairy, devic and
angelic realms, relaxation, inner peace
Flint Grounding the spiritual in the physical, creating
structure and self-discipline, increasing honesty and
practicality
Fluorite Mental enhancement and clarity, improved
decision making, clearing the energy fields
Fulgurite Manifestation of one’s higher purpose,
enhancement of prayer, kundalini awakening, purification,
sudden awakening
Gaia Stone Connection with the Heart of the Earth, love
and compassion, emotional healing, goddess energies
Galena Shamanic soul retrieval, alchemical selftransformation, past-life recall
Garnet, Almandine Strength, security
Garnet, Black Andradite Grounding, protection,
knowledge, creative
Garnet, Grossular Prosperity, health
Garnet, Rainbow Happiness, felicity, exuberance,
playfullness, kindness, generosity, healing the inner Child
Garnet, Rhodolite Emotional healing, self-worth, walking
the spiritual path
Garnet, Spessartine Creativity, sexuality, attraction
Garnet, Uvarovite Overcoming poverty consciousness,
manifesting abundance
Gaspeite Spiritual perception and expression,
manifestation, emotional healing, weight control, digestion
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Gel Lithium Silica Calming, soothing, emotional serenity
and stability, antidote to stress and negativity
Gem Silica Enhanced communication, connection with
Goddess energies, clairvoyance, joy, peace
Glendonite Precise stimulation of chakras and meridians,
transmutation into the New Human Being and the Body of
Light
Goethite Connection with Earth, healing through grief,
enhanced soul life, artistic creativity
Golden Healer Quartz Pure Golden Ray of spiritual light,
self-healing
Golden Labradorite Right use of will, clarity, confidence,
power, vitality, creativity, purposefulness, link with Great
Central Sun
Goshenite Mental stimulant, enhanced dreams, loyalty,
truth, prayer, spiritual assistance
Green Angel Dreamstone Pleasant, soft and gentle energies,
Lucid dreaming
Green Taralite Flowing, friendly energies, connection with
Green Tara, out-of-body travel, healing and insight
Greenstone Life Force, personal power, magic, vitality,
longetivity, self-loyalty and self-love, inner radiance
Guardianite Infusion of life force, grounding, strength,
protection
Halite, Blue Cleansing, purification, psychic clearing,
activating psychic abilities
Halite, Pink Emotional cleansing, inner clarity, opening the
heart, self-love
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Hanksite Purification, dissolving of blockages, cleansing of
toxic energies, a “stone of truth”
Healer's Gold Healing, grounding of high-frequency
energies in the body, energetic harmony and balance
Healerite Healing stone on all levels
Heartenite Evokes and amplifies the energies of the
awakened heart
Heliodor Activation of mind and will
Hematite Grounding, manifestation, making the spiritual
physical
Hematite, Rainbow Repairing one's magnetic field, spiritual
protection, Vibrational Ascension
Hemimorphite Light activation, aura balancing, emotional
healing and communication, empathy, joy
Herderite Evolution, activation of latent capacities,
awakening the higher brain functions, discovering the Light
Body
Herkimer Quartz "Diamonds" Dreams, visions,
purification, spiritualization of physical life
Heulandite, Green Dreams, visions, interdimensional travel,
access to past civilizations, emotional healing
Heulandite, White Dreams, visions, interdimensional travel,
access to past civilizations, emotional healing
Hiddenite Interpersonal love, heart healing, rediscovering
the joy of relationships
Hollandite Quartz Path of destiny, Higher Self,
regeneration, spiritual insight, increased Light
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Hypersthene Self-knowledge through visionary awareness,
self-healing through visualization
Illuminite Integration of one's energy field, meeting
darkness with light
Imperial Gold Quartz Manifestation, sovereignty, cocreation with the Divine, emotional resilience
Infinite Healing and protecting the auric field, activating
kundalini, sensitivity to subtle energies
Iolite-Sunstone Artistic inspiration, productive action,
physical vitality, enhanced intuitive abilities
Iolite Inner vision, shamanic journeying, healing of old
wounds, soul retrieval
Jade, Black Protection, clearing negativity
Jade, Blue Spiritual knowledge, clear thinking,
discrimination
Jade, Green Health, abundance
Jade, Lavender High spiritual attunement, compassion,
serenity
Jade, Purple Humor, spiritual knowledge and attunement
Jade, Red Courage, action
Jasper, Bumble Bee Creativity, adventure, stimulates
courage, antidote to fear
Jasper, Fancy Grounding mental energies; discipline and
perseverance; slow, steady healing
Jasper, Genesis Grounding, increased longevity, aids one's
persistence
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Jasper, Mook Earth-healing, connection with Nature, joy in
life
Jasper, Ocean Enjoyment of life, release of negativity and
stress, relaxation, positive self-expression
Jasper, Rainforest Earth-healing, connection with Nature,
joy in life
Jasper, Red Physical strength and vitality, stabilization of
one’s energies
Jasper, Royal Sahara Vitality, fertility, will, courage,
creativity, prophetic vision
Jasper, Picture Inner journeying to sacred sites and ancient
civilizations, connecting with Earth’s
Jasper, Spider Elemental magic, good health, connection to
the archetypal masculine and feminine
Jasper, Unakite Healing, balance, release of bad habits,
higher attunement, patient persistence
Jet Protection, purification, grounding
Kaurilite Life Force, Purifying, Enhancer of longevity
Kammererite Emanates high spirits, humor and fun
Kyanite, Black Balance, grounding, energizing, time travel,
soul retrieval
Kyanite, Blue Inner bridges, psychic ability, past-life recall,
telepathy, empathy
Kyanite, Green Psychically connecting with Nature
Kyanite, Orange Creativity, sexuality, physical
evolutionary change, manifestation, clearing the second
chakra
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Kyanite, Indigo Spiritual awakening, astral travel, lucid
dreaming, inner vision
Kunzite Divine Love, emotional healing, activation of the
heart’s knowing
Labradorite Magic, protection
Lapis Lazuli Inner vision, truthful communication, royal
virtues
Larimar Calming, cooling, soothing to the emotional body,
enhanced communication, feminine power
Lazulite Psychic abilities, mental focus and discipline,
enhancing transcendent brain function
Lemurian Aquatine Calcite Dream awareness, emotional
healing, access to world memory, communication with
whales and dolphins
Lemurian Golden Opal Integration of mental and emotional
bodies, dissolving inner walls and psychological boundaries
Lemurian Jade, Midnight Link with Deep Feminine,
strength, courage, inner purpose
Lemurian Jade, Shadow Link with the Divine Feminine,
initiation and transition, clearing inner blockages, energetic
protection
Lemurian Light Crystal Inner Light, visionary experience,
activation of brain capacities, link to Lemuria
Lemurian Mist Crystal Stimulates expansion of
consciousness, energies of Lemuria
Lemurian Seed Crystals Connection with the Divine
Feminine, access to knowledge and wisdom of ancient
Lemuria
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Lepidocrocite Emotional healing, release of self-destructive
patterns, love and empathy, soul retrieval, creative
inspiration
Lepidolite Emotional healing and balance, purification,
serenity, relaxation, stress relief
Libyan Gold Tektite Confidence, mental acuity, psychic
protection, access to Akashic records, manifestation
Lilac Lepidolite Soothing the emotional body, relieving
stress, enhancing meditation, peace, serenity, love, Divine
connection
Lithium Light Serenity, euphoria, upliftment to the Light
Lithium Quartz Inner peace, release from stress and
negative attachments, aura healing, harmonizing
relationships
Magenta Fluorite Thought of the Heart, inner truth,
emotional healing, higher awareness
Magnesite Awakening the higher sensibilities, opening to
inner vision, truth and bliss, listening to the heart
Magnetite Alignment of subtle energies with the body,
grounding, balancing polarities, awakening hidden
potentials
Magnifier Quartz Intensification of one's natural energies
Malachite Enlightened leadership, creativity, confidence,
protection, a healed heart
Mani Stone Spiritual integration and awakening
Manifest Light Crystals Kundalini awakening, stimulation
of Inner Light, manifestation of one's intentions
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Marcasite Physical vitality, spirituality in physical life,
balancing energetic polarities
Master Shamanite Linking the physical and spiritual
realms, inner purification, spiritual protection, shamanic
journeying
Merlinite Magic, intuition, connection with elemental
energies, past-life recall, psychic openings, mediumship
Metal, Copper Channeling and grounding higher vibrations,
conducting and enhancing stone energies
Metal, Gold Solar energy, the archetypal male energy,
creativity, confidence, vitality
Metal, Niobium Activation of the Rainbow Body,
communication with ETs and etheric entities
Metal, Silver Lunar energy, the archetypal feminine energy,
mystery, introversion, the unconscious
Metal, Platinum Cosmic connection, interdimensional
communication
Metal, Titanium Power, action, higher awareness, bringing
contradiction into synthesis
Meteorite, Chondrite Interdimensional and extraterrestrial
communication, access to the Akashic records of the solar
system
Meteorite, Nickel-Iron Kundalini activation, inner vision,
spiritual awakening, patience and persistence in regard to
spiritual growth
Meteorite, Pallasite Union with the cosmic Overmind and
fields of knowledge, interdimensional travel, prosperity
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Moldau Quartz Grounding spiritual Light in the body,
appreciating and expressing beauty, grounding the
vibrations of Moldavite
Moldavite Transformation, rapid spiritual evolution, chakra
activation, cleansing, protection, increased incidence of
synchronicities
Molybdenite Quartz Balance, grounding, strength,
centerdness, stability, vitality, endurance, loyalty,
persistency, courage
Moonstone Mystery, self-discovery, intuition, insight,
dreams, the goddess
Moonstone, Rainbow Optimism, vitality, inner peace,
Rainbow Body of Light
Morganite Divine Love and compassion
Muscovite Mental stimulation, inspiration, problem
solving, attunement to the future
Mystic Merlinite Alignment of the chakra column,
balancing and integrating polarities, claiming one’s
wholeness
Natrolite Visionary experience, quantum leap to higher
consciousness, brain evolution
New Zealand Carnelian Azozeo Super-Activated stone of
initiation, Stimulation of Heart Chakra
New Zealand Dragon Eggs Increase in overall vitality,
Increase enjoyment of life
Nirvana Quartz Opening to the future, heart/brain synergy,
inner rapture, destiny, evolution, trust, self-acceptance
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Novaculite stimulation of enlightenment, discernment,
cutting unhealthy ties to the past
Nuummite Personal magic, inner journeys, attuning to
elemental forces, self-mastery
Obsidian, Black Psychic protection, grounding, cleansing
of negativity, spirit communication
Obsidian, Gold Sheen Healing abuse of power, activating
the higher Will, enhanced manifestation
Obsidian, Mahogany Release from inner limitations,
healing feelings of unworthiness
Obsidian, Peacock Shamanic journeying, astral travel,
psychic protection
Obsidian, Rainbow Recovery from emotional wounds, the
deep journey through darkness into Light
Obsidian, Snowflake Perseverance, insight, attunement to
spiritual guidance, past-life recall, spirit com-munication
Onyx Inner strength, focused attention, willpower, selfmastery, discipline, reason
Opal, Black Precious Manifestation of one’s intention,
amplification of emotions, revealing and releasing psychic
wounds
Opal, Common Support and heal the emotional body
Opal, Fire Passion, creativity
Opal, Oregon Joy, self-expression, imagination
Opal, Owyhee Blue Quiet strength, calm confidence,
decisiveness, inner exploration, amplification of positive
emotions
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Opal, Violet Flame Spiritual purification and healing,
cleanse and purify the etheric body
Opal, White Precious Intensification of emotions,
purification
Pakulite Grounding at high energy, Life Force, creativity,
personal power, sexual energies, youthfullness
Papagoite Return to a state of grace, link with higher
dimensions, transmutation of sorrow
Peridot Increase prosperity, warmth, well-being
Petalite Tranquillity, upliftment, expansion of awareness,
manifesting, the spiritual in the physical
Petrified Wood Steady growth, a strong body, past-life
recall, inner peace
Phenacite Third eye activation, inner visions, awakening
the Light Body, interdimensional travel
Piemontite Intelligence of the heart, emotional healing,
commitment to life, joy, Light Body activation
Pietersite Insight, intuition, increased power of the will,
precognition, interdimensional travel, self-transformation
Pink Amethyst Combines great power with tenderness
Prasiolite (Green Amethyst) Awakening the heart, linking
the lower and higher self
Prehnite Inner peace, union of the heart and the will,
communication with non-physical beings
Proustite Reclaiming one’s Shadow from the depths,
grounding in the body and the Earth
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Prophecy Stone Grounding spiritual Light in the physical
self and the world, seeing prophetic visions
Purple Angeline Awakener of destiny, clears dysfunction,
stimulates latent creative energies
Purpurite Purification, initiation, freedom, insight, truth,
power, sovereignty
Pyrite Masculine energy, manifestation, action, vitality,
willpower, creativity, confidence
Pyromorphite Enhanced digestion and assimilation,
discharge of toxic substances and energies, blending love
and will
Rathbunite Enhancement of enjoyment of life, fun, humor,
playfullness, creativity
Revelation Stone Visionary awareness, prophetic vision
Rhodizite Magnification of the energies of other stones,
increasing personal power and confidence
Rhodocrosite Emotional healing, recovery of lost memories
and forgotten gifts, self-love, compassion
Rhodonite Discovering and developing hidden talents,
com-passion, love, generosity, altruism
Rose Quartz Love, gentleness, emotional healing, release of
stress, uniting with the Divine
Rosophia The Love of Sophia, awakening of Heart
Awareness, co-creating with the Divine, alchemical
transmutation of self and world
Ruby Fuchsite Strong emotional body, valuing of oneself,
increased life force
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Ruby Kyanite Life Force, courage, passion, intuition,
psychic ability, inspiration, visionary awareness
Ruby Life force, courage, passion, strength, enthusiasm,
adventurousness, protectiveness
Russian Red Quartz Life force, sexuality, creativity, arousal
of kundalini, enthusiasm for life
Rutilated Quartz Programmable for attunement,
amplification, expanding awareness, quickening and
grounding manifestation
Rutile Attunement, amplification, acceleration, expanding
awareness, quickening manifestation
Sapphire, Blue Awareness, discipline
Sapphire, Padparadscha Creativity, sexuality and zest for
life, loving creation
Sapphire, Pink Love, forgiveness
Sapphire, White Awareness, clarity, discernment
Sapphire, Yellow Abundance, strength of will
Satya Mani Quartz Spiritual truth and enlightenment
Scapolite Insight, persistence, self-discipline, willpower,
self-transformation, liberation
Scolecite Inner peace, relaxation, tranquillity,
interdimensional travel, awakening the heart
Sedonalite Heightens one's psychic capacities, acceleration
of spiritual growth
Selenite Spiritual activation, communion with the Higher
Self, spirit guides and angels
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Seraphinite Self-healing, regeneration, wholeness, angelic
connection
Seriphos Green Quartz Awareness of the Earth as Paradise,
joyful acceptance of physical life, healing
Serpentine Awakening of higher brain functions,
connection with Nature, kundalini awakening
Shaman Stone Shamanic journeying, soul retrieval, polarity
balancing, psychic protection, intuition
Shantilite The “peace that passes understanding", inner
silence, harmony
Shattuckite Intuition, communication, channeling,
mediumship, work with oracles
Shiva Lingam Kundalini activation, vitality and prana,
spiritual transformation and rebirth, enlightenmen
Shungite Cleansing and purification, infusion of spiritual
light, adherence to truth
Siberian Blue Quartz Psychic awakening, mediumship,
mental clarity and insight, feeling at home on the Earth
Sichuan Quartz Expansion of awareness, balancing the
energy bodies, opening the psychic channel
Sillimanite Unification and harmonization of the chakras,
focus and self-discipline, bringing order from chaos
Smithsonite Soothing the emotions, release of stress,
deepening of love and compassion, relaxing into deeper
perception
Smoky Quartz Grounding, transmutation of negative
energies, practicality, organization, manifestation of one’s
dreams and inspirations
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Sodalite Access to subconscious and intuitive abilities,
enhanced insight and mental performance, deepened
intuition
Sphalerite Physical strength, vitality, grounding, balance,
discrimination
Sphene Mental clarity and quickness, accelerated learning,
intuition, focused will
Spinel Revitalization, inspiration, new hope, victory, reenergizing all levels of the self
Spiralite Gemshells Preservation of life, longevity, access
to information on higher levels, DNA evolution
Spirit Quartz Merging with the Higher Self, purification,
protection, spiritual evolution, freedom from fear
Staurolite Grounding and physical well-being, linking with
the near realms of fairies, devas, animal and plant
consciousness
Stibnite Attunement with new frequencies, transformation,
new perspectives, prosperity, enhancement of personal
power
Stichtite Kundalini activation, love and forgiveness,
compassion, spiritual protection, emotional and physical
resilience
Stonehenge Bluestone Attunement to ancient knowledge,
geomancy, shamanism
Stilbite Clear thinking, expansion of self-sense, inner peace,
enhancing one’s dreams
Strombolite Humor, relaxation, friendliness, magic, rapport
among people
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Strontianite Strength and confidence, enthusiasm for life,
increased vitality and sexuality, decisiveness and selfcontrol
Sugilite Dreams, spiritual protection and purification,
becoming a “beacon of Light”
Sunset Gold Selenite Creating through the will, integration
of the brain hemispheres, unification of brain/mind and
heart/wisdom
Sunstone Leadership, benevolence, strength, abundance of
blessings, enlightened male energy
Tangerine Quartz Creativity, sexuality, passion, curiosity,
inspiration, playfulness, innocence
Tanzan Aura Quartz Psychic ability, the Blue Pearl, direct
inner knowing, recognizing one’s spiritual “blueprint”
Tanzanite Linkage of the mind and heart, enhanced
spiritual perception, compassionate self-expression,
adherence to truth
Tektite Connection with ETs, telepathic communication,
raising one’s vibrational level
Thulite Joy, pleasure, affection, healing of negative
patterns, generosity, kindness, centering in the heart
Tibetan Black Quartz Spiritual protection and purification,
enhancement of meditation, balancing chakras and
meridians
Tibetan Tektite Opening the chakra column, attunement to
the Supramental Force, accelerated evolution, Light Body
awakening
Tiger Eye Balance between extremes, discernment, vitality, strength, practicality, fairness
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Tiger Iron Strength, stamina, focused will, physical energy
and strength, self-healing, grounding
Titanium Quartz Increased life force and vitality, activation
of the Rainbow Body of Light, humor and relaxation,
enjoyment of life
Topaz, Blue Enhancement of mind and communication
Topaz, Golden Manifestation of personal intention, will and
desires
Topaz, White Spirituality, psychic gifts, mental clarity
Tourmaline, Black Purification, protection
Tourmaline, Blue (Indicolite) Higher awareness,
communication, healing
Tourmaline, Dravite (Brown Tourmaline) Self-acceptance,
self-healing, bringing the Shadow self to consciousness,
self-love
Tourmaline, Golden Will, confidence, inner strength
Tourmaline, Green Healing, strength, vitality, wholeness
Tourmaline, Pink Love, emotional healing
Tourmaline, Rubellite Alignment of the individual and
Universal heart, healing the heart and emotions, rekindling
one’s passion for life
Tourmaline, Watermelon Calm, joy
Tourmalined Quartz Purification, recovery from negative
influences
Tremolite Access to higher knowledge, calm and clarity,
higher-mind activation, mystic rapture
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Tugtupite Intense and passionate love, deep heart
activation, mystic rapture, grief, emotional transformation
Turquoise Wholeness, communication and spiritual
expansion
Ulexite Intuition, inner vision, telepathy, clairvoyance,
imagination, creativity, mental agility
Vanadanite Accomplishment of work, stamina, grounding,
creativity, discipline, link to Earth energies
Variscite Inner peace, love and compassion, alignment of
the physical and Light bodies, simplicity, clarity, emotional
healing
Vesuvianite Uniting the heart and the will, enthusiasm for
life, release of negative attachments, the courage to change
Vitalite Life force, replenishment, joy, well-being, love,
courage, emotional cleansing, generosity, creativity,
spiritual awakening
Vivianite Compassion, love, inner peace, gentleness,
refreshment, inspiration, mystic awakening
Vortexite Dynamic equilibrium, balance, refreshment,
empowerment, links to Earth energies
White Phantom Quartz Access to Akashic records,
connection with spirit guides, energy cleansing
Willemite Interdimensional travel, adventures in the astral
body, connection with higher astral beings
Wulfenite Creativity, manifestation, determination,
sexuality, alchemy, Earth connection
Z Stone Interdimensional travel, widen one's awareness
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Zincite Life force, creativity, sexuality, personal power,
manifestation
Zircon Stimulation of all the chakras, increased life force,
grounding ideals in the physical world
Zoisite Increase in inner and outer development, awakening
of the true self, joyful engagement with life.
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Our Products & Services (Currently)
The Main Hall:
Classes
Private Events
Lectures
Showings
Photography
Videography
Meetings
Craft shows

Handmade Products
Incense Loose:
Prepackaged
Custom Requests

Resin products:
Necklaces
Coasters
Candle stands
Pendulums
Bracelets
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Boxes
Pyramids
Custom Requests

Candles (Scented/Non-scented and varied colours):
Tapers (Church style)
Votives
Pillars
Dragon Heads
Skulls (7 inches)
Skulls (Ornate votive)
Owl
Unicorn (Pillar)
Unicorn (Free Standing)
Seven Knob (Tapers)
Venus
Short tapers (Church style)
Male and Female Figure

Hand carved wood wands:
Varied ornate
Basic designs
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Custom requests

Beard care:
Balm and oils (Varied style)
Custom Requests

Oils:
Custom Blends
Essential Oils (Coming soon)

Bath Salts:
Varied blends
Custom Requests

Wood Plaques:
Symbols (3D printed) on wooden plaque

Wood Boxes:
Varied designs (standard card boxes)
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Bells:
Hand Carved hand bells
Hand Carved Striker bells
Custom Requests

Printing (Sublimation):
Coffee cups
Frosted mugs
Flasks
Shirts/hoodies
Scarfs
Signage
Award plaques
Labelling
Coozies
Shot glasses
License plates
Patches
Event Badges
Bookmarks
Cloth Bags
And more
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Media:
Music Composition/ Production/ Publishing
Video editing/ production/ publishing
Photography
Digital Graphics
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What is the Mudutu Effect?
The Mudutu Effect is a "concept" rather than an item or
thing. "Mudutu" translates as knowledge and as we begin to
ask questions, we often find answers. The end result.... We
ask more questions. You see, as we find one door, we are
always looking for another to explore.

Are you a religion or the like?
We are all representatives from various walks of life. We
each define and celebrate our own individual path and bring
a variety set of skills to better the overall exploration.

Is this one of those "clubs" I need to pay to join?
There is no "joining", however if you walk away and ask
"What if?" then basically that is the Mudutu Effect. We do
get together and work for a common goal but it is strictly
volunteer and sorry, no membership fees or a fancy card.
We are a group of individuals striving to find our own
individual answers and realize that each of us hold a piece
of the puzzle to someone else's questions.

What is the symbol that is on all the logos and
titles?
It is a sigil design that represents manifesting thoughts. The
triangle is the symbol for manifesting alone, but the scripted
sigil in the centre is "...as we are grounded in the physical
universe our actions and thoughts are part of multiple
worlds, and through this they are manifested back into the
physical... Walk all worlds and you can change your
universe...".
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Journal
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